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Abstract

Previous research has shown that objects that are grouped together in the same category

become more similar to each other and that objects that are grouped in different categories

become increasingly dissimilar, as measured by similarity ratings and psychophysical discri-

minations. These ®ndings are consistent with two theories of the in¯uence of concept learning

on similarity. By a Strategic Judgment Bias account, the categories associated with objects are

explicitly used as cues for determining similarity, and objects that are categorized together are

judged to be more similar because similarity is not only a function of the objects themselves,

but also the objects' category labels. By a Changed Object Description account, category

learning alters the description of the objects themselves, emphasizing properties that are

relevant for categorization. A new method for distinguishing between these accounts is

introduced which measures the difference between the similarity ratings of categorized

objects to a neutral object. The results indicate both strategic biases based on category labels

and genuine representational change, with the strategic bias affecting mostly objects belong-

ing to different categories and the representational change affecting mostly objects belonging

to the same category. q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is relatively uncontroversial that the concepts that we humans learn depend

upon our perceptual representations. Our `Cat' concept depends upon encoding
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features such as `four legs', `meows', and `whiskers'. Whether the members of

concepts are represented by rules (Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956), features

(Rosch, 1978), or dimensional coordinates (Nosofsky, 1986), these representations

are assumed to be based at least partially on perceptual descriptions of the objects.

Theorists have also explored the possibility that the descriptions given to concept

members do not only in¯uence, but are also in¯uenced by, the learned concepts.

Several empirical results and theoretical treatments lead to the suggestion that the

relation between perceptual descriptions and concept representations is not uni-

directional, but rather is bi-directional and mutually supporting (Goldstone, 2000;

Goldstone, Steyvers, Spencer-Smith, & Kersten, 2000; Lin & Murphy, 1997;

Schyns, Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1998; Schyns & Murphy, 1994; Schyns & Rodet,

1997; Wisniewski & Medin, 1994).

One of the largest sources of evidence that concepts in¯uence perceptual descrip-

tions comes from the ®eld of categorical perception (Harnad, 1987). By this

phenomenon, people are better able to distinguish between physically different

stimuli when the stimuli come from different categories than when they come

from the same category. For example, Liberman, Harris, Hoffman, and Grif®th

(1957) generated a set of 14 vowel±consonant syllables going from /be/ to /de/ to

/ge/ by varying the onset frequency of the second-formant transition of the initial

consonant. The 14 speech sounds were created by making equal physical spacings

between neighboring sounds. Observers listened to three sounds ± A followed by B

followed by X ± and indicated whether X was identical to A or B. X was chosen to

always be identical to either A or B. Participants performed this task more accurately

when syllables A and B belonged to different phonetic categories than when they

were physical variants of the same phoneme, even when the physical difference

between A and B was equated. Liberman et al. (1957) concluded that the phonemic

categories possessed by an adult speaker of English in¯uence the perceptual discri-

minations that can be made.

Some researchers have argued that the phonemic categories that yield categorical

perception effects are innate, or at least present in 4-month-old infants (Eimas,

Siqueland, Jusczyk, & Vigorito, 1971). However, a number of studies have

suggested that learned rather than innate categories can also produce categorical

perception effects. A sound difference that crosses the boundary between phonemes

in a language will be more discriminable to speakers of that language than to speak-

ers of a language in which the sound difference does not cross a phonemic boundary

(Repp & Liberman, 1987). Laboratory training on the sound categories of a

language can produce categorical perception among speakers of a language that

does not have these categories (Pisoni, Aslin, Perey, & Hennessy, 1982).

There have also been a number of studies showing categorical perception effects

for learned visual categories involving arbitrary categories. For example, in a study

by Katz (1963), children were required to associate four similar geometrical shapes

with nonsense syllables. One group learned to assign two syllables to the four

stimuli, such that two shapes had the same name. Another group assigned four

different syllables to the four stimuli. The results of a subsequent same/different

judgment task showed that children who learned only two syllables judged those
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shapes that were named identically as being the same more often than children who

learned to label each shape with a different name. This result is consistent with

others (for an overview see Arnoult, 1957; Cantor, 1965) in showing that objects that

are associated with the same label or outcome subsequently are treated as being

more similar to each other than they were prior to training. More generally, research-

ers have found that the particular category labels that are provided when a set of

objects are learned in¯uences how the categories are structured (Landau & Shipley,

1996; Pothos & Chater, 1997).

In a more recent exploration of this notion, Goldstone (1994a) ®rst trained

subjects on one of several categorization conditions in which one physical dimen-

sion was relevant and another was irrelevant. Subjects were then transferred to same/

different judgments (`Are these two squares physically identical or not?'). Ability to

discriminate between squares in the same/different judgment task, measured by

Signal Detection Theory's d 0, was greater when the squares varied along dimensions

that were relevant during categorization training. In one case, experience with

categorizing objects actually decreased people's ability to spot subtle perceptual

differences between the objects, if the objects belonged to the same category. These

acquired categorical perception effects were observed for the easily separated

dimensions of brightness and size as well as the psychologically fused dimensions

of brightness and saturation. Beale and Keil (1995, 1996) found that participants

show categorical perception for continua between familiar faces. Levin and Beale

(2000) found heightened discriminability at category boundaries even for unfamiliar

and inverted faces, and conclude that such effects are based on the rapid learning of

perceptual categories. Particularly strong categorical perception effects have been

found when researchers have used similarity ratings rather than psychophysical

measures of discriminability. For example, Livingston, Andrews, and Harnad

(1998) found that when participants learned to classify objects (animal body parts

or arti®cial cells) into a single category, then these objects received far higher

similarity ratings than objects that belonged to different categories, or than objects

that were not categorized at all (see also Kurtz, 1996). Their ®nding of greater

similarity associated with objects grouped together in a category is consistent

with results that very young infants (2 months old) show sensitivity to differences

between speech sounds that they lose by the age of 10 months (Werker & Tees,

1984). This desensitization only occurs if the different sounds come from the same

phonetic category in the children's native language.

2. How does categorization in¯uence judgments?

Despite the wealth of evidence that learned categories can produce categorical

perception effects, there are a number of unanswered questions from this literature.

One of the most troubling is: do learned categories merely in¯uence strategic judg-

ments (the Strategic Judgment Bias account) made about objects, or do they affect

the psychologically encoded descriptions of the objects (the Altered Object Descrip-

tion account)? This issue is clearly apparent with the results of Livingston et al.
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(1998). Imagine participating in their experiment. You have just learned a categor-

ization in which objects A and B belong to the same category. You are now asked to

rate their similarity. You may well give A and B a fairly high similarity rating,

reasoning that `The experimenter just told me that they are in the same category, so I

suppose I should give them a high similarity rating.' This is a `task demand' account

in which participants may be responding to the expectation that items that receive

the same label should be judged as similar. Similarity judgments are particularly

prone to strategic cognitive processing of this sort (Goldstone, 1994b). People may

have an explicit strategy of increasing the similarity rating between two objects by a

certain amount if the objects were previously grouped in the same category together.

They may also have a strategy of decreasing the similarity between objects that are

assigned to different categories, or a combination of these two strategies.

An alternative to explicitly basing similarity judgments on prior category assign-

ments is that category learning actually changes the description of the categorized

objects. Object properties that the different members of a category have in common

may become selectively emphasized because of their relevance for categorization.

After category learning, these relevant properties continue to be particularly impor-

tant for representing objects, and thus in a similarity rating task, objects that share

these important properties will tend to seem more similar. By de®nition, the objects

that share these important properties will be the objects that were categorized

together. The difference between the former Strategic Judgment Bias account and

this Altered Object Description account is that in the former account, the object

descriptions themselves are not in¯uenced by categorization; only the similarity

judgments, acting on unchanged object representations, are in¯uenced by categor-

ization. The difference between these positions is important because several

researchers have argued that learned categorical perception shows that object repre-

sentations are in¯uenced by concept learning (Goldstone and Steyvers, in press;

Goldstone et al., 2000; Livingston et al., 1998). However, we would only have

con®dence in this position if the Altered Object Description account can be unam-

biguously supported.

Although similarity ratings are particularly prone to task demands and explicit

strategies, a version of the Strategic Judgment Bias account can also be developed

for psychophysical measures. For example, the ®nding by Goldstone (1994a) that

people have greater sensitivity at distinguishing objects that belong to different

categories rather than the same category may be because participants adopt the

strategy of labeling the objects they see with their assigned categories, and respond

`same' or `different' depending on whether the objects receive the same label. This

strategy of relying on coded labels rather than perceptual traces is particularly

common if delays and therefore memory demands are introduced (Pisoni, 1973).

Goldstone argues against this labeling interpretation because objects that receive the

same label but differ on a category-relevant dimension become increasingly discri-

minable with category training. For example, if a category boundary exists on the

size dimension between 3 and 4 cm, then Goldstone found that training on the size

categorization promotes discrimination between 2 and 3 cm objects. This result does

argue against a deterministic labeling process, but not a stochastic labeling process
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in which a 3 cm object is sometimes labeled incorrectly because it is close to the

category boundary (Liberman et al., 1957). The discrimination between 2 and 3 cm

objects may be improved by making use of category labels even if they are incor-

rectly assigned, under the assumption that the 3 cm object will receive an incorrect

label more often than will the 2 cm object.

The primary purpose of the present experiment is to obtain evidence that can

distinguish between a Strategic Judgment Bias and an Altered Object Description

account of why category learning affects categorized objects' similarity ratings and

psychophysical measures of similarity. In this study we use similarity ratings rather

than same/different judgments, because similarity ratings are typically more sensi-

tive to conceptual processing (Goldstone, 1994b; Goldstone & Barsalou, 1998).

Although similarity ratings are more sensitive to task demands, if object descriptions

are altered by category learning, then similarity ratings would probably also be more

sensitive to this change. To ®nd evidence for the Altered Object Description account

that could not be explained by the Strategic Judgment Bias account, we examined

the difference between similarity ratings given to a neutral, uncategorized object.

Speci®cally, we determined the absolute difference, across participants, between the

similarity ratings for categorized objects to a neutral object. Consider a situation

where objects A and B belong to one category, objects C and D belong to another

category, and object E has not been associated to any category. If category learning

alters objects' descriptions, then we predict that the similarity ratings between

objects A and E should become more similar to the similarity ratings between

objects B and E after category learning. That is, if categorizing objects A and B

together makes their encoded descriptions more similar to each other, then they

should enter into similar similarity relations with other objects. In the limiting

case, if objects A and B developed identical representations because of their cate-

gory membership and if there were no noise in similarity ratings, then their simi-

larity ratings to other objects would be identical. The Altered Object Description

account might also predict that objects that are placed in different categories should

have relatively dissociated similarity ratings to other neutral objects. If categoriza-

tion accentuates stimulus aspects that differentiate between learned categories, then

similarity ratings involving objects from different categories might be expected to

become less related. To the extent that objects have more related similarity ratings

when categorized together, we would conclude that properties common to a cate-

gory are perceptually emphasized. To the extent that objects have more dissociated

similarity when placed in separate categories, we would conclude that properties

that differentiate between categories are emphasized.

In contrast to these predictions of an Altered Object Description account, by a

Strategic Judgment Bias account, category learning should not systematically affect

the similarity ratings involving object E because it has not been previously categor-

ized. The strategy of basing similarity ratings on whether or not two stimuli have

received the same category label is not applicable when one stimulus has not been

assigned to a category. Objects A, B, C, D, and E are chosen so as to be approxi-

mately equally similar to each other. As such, the Strategic Judgment Bias account

should predict that objects A, B, C, and D should be rated equally similar relative to
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E, before as well as after categorization learning. Assuming proper counterbalan-

cing, any bias to increase the subjective similarity between objects that share a label

would not predict greater concordance of similarity ratings between objects A and E

and objects B and E.

In addition to collecting data on similarity ratings of two objects relative to a

neutral object, we also collect direct similarity ratings between two objects that each

receive a category label. However, these direct similarity ratings provide less diag-

nostic evidence with respect to the two accounts of categorization's in¯uence on

similarity. By the Altered Object Description account, objects that are placed in the

same category would be expected to have their similarity increased if features shared

by members of the same category are emphasized. A second, non-mutually exclu-

sive possibility by this account is that objects that are placed in different categories

have their similarity decreased if features that distinguish between categories are

emphasized. Features shared by the members of a category need not always be

distinctive, and vice versa. For example, when categorizing birds as either cardinals

or blue jays, the feature `bright red' is diagnostic of cardinals but is not a common

feature possessed by all cardinals because only males are bright red. The feature `has

wings' is a feature common to all cardinals, but is not diagnostic because blue jays

also possess this feature. These two possible predictions of the Altered Object

Description account are also consistent by a Strategic Judgment Bias account.

Although the direct similarity ratings between categorized objects are not useful

for distinguishing Altered Object Description and Strategic Judgment Bias accounts,

they are useful for diagnosing whether category learning has as its primary impact

increased similarity between objects in the same category (within-category

compression, also known as acquired equivalence), decreased similarity between

objects in different categories (between-category expansion, also known as acquired

distinctiveness), or both. Whereas some researchers have found the primary impact

of category learning to be decreasing people's confusions when making discrimina-

tions involving perceptual dimensions relevant to the categorization (Goldstone,

1994a; Levin & Beale, 2000), other researchers have found category learning to

primarily increase similarity ratings between objects belonging to the same category

(Kurtz, 1996; Livingston et al., 1998). One possible reason for this may be that

psychophysical measures of discriminability seem to promote expansion whereas

similarity ratings promote compression (Levin & Beale, 2000). Another proposed

resolution is that if the categorized objects are extremely similar, then expansion is

found; otherwise, compression is found (Livingston et al., 1998). In the current

experiment, we systematically altered the between- and within-category similarities,

such that objects belonging to different categories were either similar or dissimilar,

as were objects belonging to the same category. One hypothesis is that if two

categories are very similar to each other but must be treated differently, then

there is pressure to ®nd aspects that discriminate between the categories, yielding

expansion effects (Goldstone, 1996). Similarly, if the objects within one category

are highly different from each other, then there is pressure to ®nd or emphasize

aspects that make them more similar, yielding compression effects. This framework

would predict particularly large compression effects for categorizations with low
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rather than high within-category similarity, and particularly large expansion effects

for categorizations with high rather than low between-category similarity.

3. Method

3.1. Participants

One hundred ninety-three undergraduate students from Indiana University served

as participants in order to ful®ll a course requirement and were run in parallel

sessions. Four participants did not meet the learning criterion of 80% correct in

the last 72 trials of the categorization task and were excluded from further analyses.

Of the remaining 189 subjects, 50 were randomly assigned to the HH group, 45 to

the HL group, 48 to the LH group, and 46 to the LL group.

3.2. Materials

The stimuli were faces that were generated by morphing between photographs of

bald heads selected from Kayser (1997). Sample photographs that were used in

generating the morphs are shown on the corners of Fig. 1 and are labeled as

Faces A, B, C, and D. An additional Face E, also shown in Fig. 1, was used as a

neutral comparison face. A set of 16 faces was created for the categorization portion

of the experiment. Four of these faces were undistorted faces, and the other faces

blended in different proportions two of the faces from the set {A, B, C, D}. Using

morphing routines developed by Steyvers (1999), 60 control points were located on

each of the original faces at salient face positions such as corners of eyes, pupils,

cheekbones, and the midway point of the lower lip. The face labeled `66% Face A

and 33% Face B' was created by moving each of the control points to a position

located 66% of the distance from B to A starting with Face B, and assigning a gray-

scale value to each pixel that was a weighted average of A and B values, with three

times more weight for A than B values. The other faces in Fig. 1 were created in a

similar fashion.

The ®ve original Faces A, B, C, D, and E were selected from a larger database of

62 bald faces. The subjective similarity between each pair of these 62 faces was

obtained by a method described by Goldstone (1994a). The ®ve faces were selected

because each possible pair from this set of faces received average subjective simila-

rities that were within 20% of any other pair. Face E is as similar to each of the Faces

A±D as they are to each other. As such, E did not systematically have intermediate

values on the dimensions shown in Fig. 1. Each face was displayed with 256 gray-

scale brightness values per pixel (one pixel is 0.034 cm), and measured 14.48 cm tall

by 11.68 cm wide. Each face was photographed against a dark background and

displayed on a white Macintosh II SI computer screen. The average viewing distance

was 46 cm.
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3.3. Procedure

Participants were presented with three tasks in the 55 min experiment: a pre-

categorization similarity rating task, a category learning task, and a post-categoriza-

tion similarity rating task identical to the ®rst task. Each of the similarity rating tasks

required approximately 15 min, and the category learning task required 25 min.

Each participant was randomly assigned to one of four different groups: HH, HL,

LH, LL, where the ®rst letter of each group refers to whether the within-category

similarity of faces was high (`H') or low (`L'), and the second letter refers to whether

the between-category similarity of faces was high or low. The faces were categor-

ized by the vertical boundary line shown in Fig. 1, such that the eight faces on the

left belonged to one category and the eight faces on the right belonged to a second

category. Each participant was shown a subset of four of the 16 of Fig. 1 during their

similarity rating and category learning tasks. The particular four faces shown to each

group of participants are depicted in Fig. 1. The LL faces are characterized by

having low within- and between-category similarity; the four faces are completely

unrelated to each other. The HH faces are characterized by high within- and

between-category similarity; each face shares half of its identity with one face,

and the other half of its identity with another face. Half of its identity is shared

with a face in its same category, and the other half is shared with a face in the

opposite category. The HL faces have high within-category similarity and low

between-category similarity, and as such, the categories should be particularly

easy to learn. As shown in Fig. 1, faces from the same category of the HL set are

based on the same faces, differing only in the percentages of these two faces,

whereas faces from different categories of the HL set are not based on any of the

same faces at all. Conversely, faces from the LH set have low within-category

similarity and high-between category similarity. Each face has a similar face in

the opposite category, and has no original face element in common with the other

face in its category.

During each trial of the categorization task, participants saw one of the four faces

from their set (never seeing Face E), and categorized it by pressing either `A' or `B'

on the keyboard, with feedback on each trial from the computer showing an `X' for

incorrect responses or a check for correct responses, and also indicating the correct

category assignment for the face. Participants saw each of the four faces 54 times,

yielding 216 categorization trials. The order in which the faces were presented was

randomized. Participants received short breaks every 54 trials. During these breaks,

the computer displayed the participants' accuracy and average response time on the

previous block of trials.
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Fig. 1. The four Faces A, B, C and D are blended in different proportions to create the stimuli for four

categorization conditions, and Face E is used as a neutral, unlabeled face. The thin vertical line indicates

the category boundary for all four conditions. The faces labeled LH belong to the categorization condition

with low within-category similarity and high between-category similarity. The HL faces involve high

within-category similarity and low between-category similarity. The LL faces have low within- and

between-category similarity. The HH faces have high within- and between-category similarity.



During the two similarity rating tasks, participants saw two faces on the computer

screen, selected from the four faces in their set shown in Fig. 1 and including another

unrelated Face E. The faces appeared side by side, separated by 5 cm. The ®rst face

appeared on the left side of the screen for 2500 ms, followed by a blank screen

lasting 250 ms, followed by the second face that also appeared for 2500 ms. After the

second face was removed, similarity ratings were collected by having participants

move a cursor on the screen with a mouse. A horizontal line was drawn along the

bottom of the screen. The left and right edges of the line were labeled `Not Very

Similar' and `Highly Similar', respectively. The length of the horizontal line was 20

cm, and was divided into 500 units. Participants were instructed to press a button on

the mouse when the cursor was positioned along the line at their subjective similarity

estimate. Each of the ®ve faces was paired with every other face, yielding ten

comparisons, and these ten comparisons were each repeated seven times, yielding

70 ratings in all. The ordering of the ten comparisons was randomized, as was the

left/right ordering of the two compared faces.

4. Results

4.1. Categorization performance

Analyses of variance on percent correct and response time (RT) were conducted,

using learning group (HH, HL, LH, and LL) as a between-subject variable and block

of trials (®rst, second, and third) as a within-subject variable. A highly signi®cant

main effect of block indicated faster (F�2; 370� � 96:55, P , 0:001) and more

accurate responses (F�2; 370� � 130:43, P , 0:001) with increasing practice. A

highly reliable main effect of learning group for RT (F�3; 185� � 19:32,

P , 0:001) and accuracy (F�3; 185� � 23:46, P , 0:001) showed that both learning

groups with high within-category similarity showed the best and comparable perfor-

mance (HH, 627 ms and 96.6% correct; HL, 588 ms and 97.7% correct), followed by

the learning group with low within-category and low between-category similarity

(LL, 696 ms and 95.7% correct), which signi®cantly differed only from the HL

group (Scheffe's post-hoc test, P , 0:05). Performance in the learning group with

low within-category and high between-category similarity was signi®cantly worse

compared to the performance of the other three groups (LH, 836 ms and 92.3%

correct, Scheffe's post-hoc tests, P , 0:05). A reliable interaction between block

and learning group showed that learning group differences decreased considerably

across blocks for both RT (F�6; 370� � 5:52, P , 0:001) and accuracy

(F�6; 370� � 27:90, P , 0:001).

4.2. Similarity ratings

A ®rst analysis tested whether the categorization task changed the judged simi-

larity between the faces that were categorized. For this analysis, an ANOVA was

conducted on the similarity ratings involving only categorized faces, using learning

group (HH, HL, LH, and LL) as a between-subject variable and condition (within-
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category versus between-category comparison) and time (before versus after cate-

gory learning) as within-subject variables. There was a signi®cant main effect of

learning group (F�3; 185� � 33:63, P , 0:001) showing that both learning groups

with high within-category similarity judged the faces to be more similar (ratings of

330 and 318 for HH and HL, respectively) than the two learning groups with low

within-category similarity (245 and 258 for LL and LH, respectively). The main

effect of condition was also highly signi®cant (F�1; 185� � 181:84, P , 0:001).

With a rating difference of 76, within-category pairs were judged more similar

than between-category pairs. A reliable interaction between learning group and

condition revealed that this difference was true for the HL group (192)

(F�1; 185� � 273:81, P , 0:001), for the HH group (151) (F�1; 185� � 187:29,

P , 0:001) and for the LH group (29) (F�1; 185� � 34:22, P , 0:001), whereas

in the LL condition between-category pairs were judged more similar than

within-category pairs (265) (F�1; 185� � 6:26, P , 0:01). The interaction between

condition, time, and learning group did not approach signi®cance (P . 0:80).

Instead, there was a condition £ time interaction (F�1; 185� � 3:89, P � 0:050).

As depicted in the top panel of Fig. 2, participants judged between-category pairs

to be less similar after the categorization task than before (F�1; 185� � 5:49,

P , 0:05), whereas the judgments for within-category pairs remained unaffected

by category learning (F , 1). Hence, for ratings of the similarity between the

categorized faces, we found an overall effect of expansion for faces previously

assigned to different categories, and no in¯uence of categorization for faces that

were previously assigned to the same category.

In a second analysis we tested whether the categorization task changed the similarity

of the categorized faces relative to the neutral, non-categorized Face E. We calculated

the absolute difference for each participant between their average ratings given to pairs

of comparisons that involved a categorized face and the neutral face and averaged

separately across those pairs where the two categorized faces belonged to the same

category (a difference of within-category comparisons) and those pairs where the two

categorized faces belonged to different categories (a difference of between-category

comparisons). An ANOVA was conducted on these differences, using learning group

(HH, HL, LH, and LL) as a between-subject variable and condition (within-category

versus between-category comparison) and time (before versus after categorization) as

within-subject variables. The main effect of learning group was signi®cant

(F�3; 185� � 15:83, P , 0:001), indicating that the two learning groups of low

between-category similarity rated stimulus pairs involving the neutral face more differ-

ently (differences of 121 and 97 for LL and HL, respectively) than the two groups of

high between-category similarity (differences of 66 and 79 for HH and LH, respec-

tively). A reliable main effect of condition (F�1; 185� � 88:56, P , 0:001) showed that

the overall difference for within-category comparisons was smaller than the difference

for between-category comparisons (69 and 111, respectively). A learning group £
condition interaction revealed that this effect of a smaller difference for within-category

comparisons occurred in the HH group (F�1; 185� � 50:09, P , 0:001), HL group

(F�1; 185� � 85:86, P , 0:001), and LL group (F�1; 185� � 12:14, P , 0:01), but

not in the LH group (F�1; 185� � 1:16, P � 0:283). Of special interest is the signi®cant
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condition £ time interaction (F�1; 185� � 5:35, P , 0:05). As depicted in the bottom

panel of Fig. 2, the difference of between-category comparisons did not change over

time (F , 1), whereas the difference between within-category comparisons became

smaller after the categorization task (F�1; 185� � 10:51, P , 0:01). This effect was not

modulated by learning group (P . 0:25). Hence, similarity ratings relative to a neutral

face became more similar for faces that were assigned to the same category (compres-

sion effect), whereas they remained unaffected for categorized faces that were assigned

to different categories.
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Fig. 2. The top panel shows the similarity ratings between faces that belong to the same category (Within)

or different categories (Between), before and after category learning. The lower panel shows the absolute

difference between pairs of similarity ratings involving a neutral face that was not shown during category

learning. These ratings could either involve faces that belonged to the same category or to different

categories.



5. Discussion

In addition to ®nding an in¯uence of category learning on similarity ratings for the

categorized faces, category learning also affected the differences between similarity

ratings for categorized faces when compared to a neutral face. The former dependent

measurement may be caused by a tendency to base similarity ratings on category

label similarity speci®cally. Thus, it might be that participants rated two categorized

faces as similar or different to the extent that they belonged to the same category or

to different categories, respectively. However, the impact of the categorization task

on the differences between similarity ratings for categorized faces relative to a

neutral face cannot be explained by such a label-based bias, because the neutral

face was not assigned to a category. Our ®nding that after category learning the

similarity ratings of same-category faces relative to a neutral face became more

similar therefore suggests that category learning has changed the representations of

the objects themselves. When two objects are placed in the same category, the

objects' common features are apparently emphasized, and hence their object

descriptions become more similar. As the objects become more similar, there is

an increased positive dependency between their judged similarities to other objects.

The two signi®cant in¯uences of category learning on measures of similarity were

generally replicated across all of the four conditions of within- and between-cate-

gory similarity. There was no signi®cant interaction between the learned categor-

ization and changes in perceived similarity. This null result was apparently not due

to an insuf®ciently strong manipulation of category similarities. Our learning groups

differed widely in their ease. For example, the learning groups with high within-

category similarity learned their categories much more quickly and judged their

faces as more similar than did the learning groups with low within-category simi-

larity. Although future research could prove otherwise, our current conclusion is that

different category structures, including those with either widely separated or highly

overlapping categories, should all in¯uence the representation and similarity of the

categorized objects to equivalent extents.

The two dependent measures of object similarity suggested different impacts of

category learning on perceived similarity. While the similarity ratings for categor-

ized faces revealed only a decrease of similarity between faces of different cate-

gories (hence, an expansion effect), the differences between similarity ratings for

categorized faces relative to a neutral face showed only an increase in similarity

between faces of the same category (hence, a compression effect). This difference

supports our conjecture that the two dependent measures are contaminated by stra-

tegic use of category labels to a different extent. In the case of categorized objects,

judgment performance re¯ects the prominence of category labels. The presence of

only an expansion, but not compression, effect for similarity ratings between cate-

gorized faces was not predicted, but a post-hoc account is available. When two

objects are compared that have been assigned to different categories, then partici-

pants give relatively low similarity ratings because of the obvious discrepancy

between their category labels. However, objects assigned to the same category

may not have their similarity increased very much because labels may only be
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prominent when they show variation (Garner, 1962; Goldstone, Medin, & Halber-

stadt, 1997). For example, Goldstone et al. (1997) showed that when people are

given pairs of objects to rate for similarity, they are unlikely to code objects in terms

of the thickness of their lines unless the compared objects differ in their line thick-

ness. Otherwise, line thickness is a `backgrounded' dimension that is ignored. Simi-

larly, if explicitly labeled objects share a common label, then this commonality

appears to be backgrounded, given that it does not increase similarity. However,

if the compared objects have different labels, then this labeling dimension is

promoted to the foreground because of its variation, and consequently the objects'

similarity is decreased.

A different mechanism is required to account for the differences between simi-

larity ratings for categorized faces relative to a neutral face. By this measure, faces

that are categorized together became more similar, whereas no effect was observed

for faces from different categories. The above explanation of backgrounded dimen-

sions becoming foregrounded when variation exists along them should no longer be

relevant given that the neutral face has no category label at all. Instead, judgments

must rather be based on the representations of the objects themselves. The form of

this representational change could have been either within-category compression or

between-category expansion. For this measure, emphasizing features shared by

category members may be more powerful than emphasizing features that distinguish

between categories because participants are likely to form complete images for each

of the two categories. Previous work has suggested that when image-like concept

representations are encouraged, concepts tend to be represented in terms of their

within-category commonalities rather than the features that distinguish them from

other categories (Goldstone, 1996). Once properties shared by the members of a

category have been emphasized, these properties will bring representations for

members of the same category closer together.

Thus, the current data pattern suggests that the traditional use of similarity ratings

to measure similarity does not exclusively measure the representational similarity of

the objects per se, but also measures the similarity of their associated labels and

categories. By contrast, measuring the similarity of two objects indirectly by

measuring their similarity to other objects may provide a less contaminated gauge

of their representational similarity (for another use of indirect similarities, see Land-

auer & Dumais, 1997). At a minimum, given that one measure of similarity shows

expansion while the other shows compression, we can be fairly con®dent that

implicit labeling of objects is not contaminating our indirect measure of learned

similarity. Other researchers have found compression effects with traditional, direct

similarity ratings (Livingston et al., 1998), and so more research will be needed to

identify the factors that determine whether compression or expansion effects are

observed. However, given that we used the same stimulus materials and rating task

for the direct and indirect measures, we can be con®dent that one such determining

factor is whether the compared objects are explicitly labeled or not.

In summary, our ®ndings contribute to our understanding of what is the psycho-

logical impact of learning new categories. By showing that after category learning

two members of the same category agree more in their judged similarity to a third
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non-categorized object, we have provided stronger evidence than before that group-

ing two objects together changes their internal descriptions. The elements that the

objects share, elements that by de®nition specify their category, become more

important parts of the objects' descriptions. This result may even have some rele-

vance to the classic debate between Gibson and Gibson (1955a,b) and Postman

(1955). The dispute as characterized by the Gibsons concerns the question ªIs

learning a matter of enriching previously meager sensations or is it a matter of

differentiating previously vague impressions?º (p. 34). According to the enrichment

view, perceptions change as sensory information becomes associated with and

enriched by accompanying information such as labels, outcomes, or contexts.

According to the Gibsons' differentiation view, perceptions change not by becoming

connected to learned associations, but by becoming more connected to the external

world and its properties. Thus, it is assumed that learning involves responding to

previously ignored sensory information. An enrichment view would suggest that

objects become associated with their accompanying category labels, and that these

labels are later triggered when the objects are presented. This can account for the

decreased similarity found for objects associated with different category labels.

However, it does not provide a natural account for how similarities involving a

neutral, unlabeled object change systematically with learning. There appears to be

more happening during category learning than simply assigning objects with labels

that enter into subsequent judgments. Category learning also changes what object

properties are emphasized. Similarities between the objects are directly in¯uenced

by the similarity of their categories, but also the categories indirectly in¯uence the

objects' similarities by causing the objects to appear differently.
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